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Abstract

Humans use sensory integration mechanisms to sense skin wetness based on thermal

and mechanical cues. Ageing impairs the skin’s thermal and tactile sensitivity, yet we

lack evidence on whether wetness sensing also changes with ageing.Wemapped local

skin wetness and temperature sensitivity in response to cold-, neutral- and warm-

wet stimuli applied to the forehead, neck, lower back, dorsal foot, index finger and

thumb, in 10 Younger (22.4 ± 1.1 years) and 10 Older (58.2 ± 5.1 years) males. We

measured local skin temperature and conductance (i.e., a marker of hydration status)

at the tested sites, to establish the role of skin’s thermal andmechanical parameters in

ageing-induced changes in wetness sensing. Irrespective of body site, Older reported

overall lower wetness perceptions than Younger across all wet-stimulus temperatures

(mean difference:−14.6mm; 95%CI:−4.3,−24.9; P= 0.008;∼15% difference).When

considering regional wetness sensitivity, the effect of ageing was more pronounced

in response to the cold-wet stimulus over the lover back (mean difference Older vs.

Younger:−36.8mm; 95%CI:−68.4,−5.2; P= 0.014;∼37% difference) and dorsal foot

(mean difference: −37.1 mm; 95% CI: −68.7, −5.5; P = 0.013; ∼37% difference). We

found no differences between age groups on overall thermal sensations (P = 0.744)

nor local skin temperature (P= 0.372); however, we found that Older presented over-

all lower skin conductance than Younger (mean difference: −1.56 μS; 95% CI: −0.49,

−2.62; P = 0.005), which corresponded to an ∼78% reduction in skin hydration. We

conclude that skinwetness sensingdecreaseswith ageingprimarily due to age-induced

changes in skin mechanics and tactile sensitivity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The perception of skin wetness is a fundamental sensory function

for humans (Filingeri et al., 2015a) that enables the surrounding

environment to be experienced (Filingeri, 2015) as well as objects

that encounter the skin such as clothing (Filingeri et al., 2015a).

Furthermore, the experience of sweat-induced skin wetness is a well-

known trigger of thermal discomfort (Gagge et al., 1967) and a key

contributor to thermoregulatory behaviours (Vargas et al., 2018). In

the apparent absence of a putative skin hygroreceptor, humans have

developed alternative sensory integration mechanisms to sense skin

wetness (Filingeri et al., 2014b), which are underpinned by thermal

sensory cues triggered by conductive and evaporative heat transfer in

the presence of moisture on the skin (Filingeri et al., 2014a,b, 2015a),
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in combination with mechanical cues arising from the movement of

moisture across the skin (Filingeri et al., 2014a,c, 2015b).

Ageing is a well-known individual factor affecting the thermal and

tactile sensitivity of the skin (Decorps et al., 2014; Guergova &Dufour,

2011), yet to date we lack any empirical evidence on whether wetness

sensing also changeswith ageing. This is surprising considering that the

effects of ageing on thermal and tactile transduction processes, both of

which underlie skinwetness perception, have beenwidely investigated

(Decorps et al., 2014; Guergova & Dufour, 2011). For example, it has

been repeatedly reported that, when compared to younger adults,

the elderly present both greater warm and cold thermal detection

thresholds over the hands and feet (Huang et al., 2010; Kenshalo,

1986), as well as a lower magnitude of estimation of thermal sensation

from suprathreshold stimuli (Schellen et al., 2010), both of which

denote an ageing-induced reduction in skin thermal sensitivity. Age-

related differences in thermal sensation have been reported to be

non-uniform over the body, with distal regions such as the extremities

beingmore affected than proximal regions such as the forehead (Inoue

et al., 2016; Tochihara et al., 2011). The discriminative aspects of tactile

function are also known to decline with age, with the elderly pre-

senting a reduced ability to detect light touch (Bruce, 1980; Thornbury

&Mistretta, 1981) and vibrations at different frequencies (Goble et al.,

1996; Kenshalo, 1986), aswell as the direction ofmovement (Olausson

et al., 1997) and the distance between spatial features across the skin

(Dinse et al., 2006; Stevens, 1992; Stevens & Patterson, 1995). While

age-induced impairments in thermal and tactile sensitivity develop

progressively across the lifespan (Decorps et al., 2014; Guergova &

Dufour, 2011), these become more apparent around 60 years of age,

likely as a result of changes in the functional (e.g., thermoregulatory)

and structural (e.g., changes in dermal collagen) properties of the skin,

and of degeneration in the peripheral and central nervous systems

(Foster et al., 1976; Verdù et al., 2000; Wickremaratchi & Llewelyn,

2006; Skedung et al., 2018).

Aside from age-induced changes in thermo-tactile sensing, ageing

also induces changes in the biophysical properties of the skin, amongst

which is a reduction in skin hydration (Verrillo et al., 1998). Changes

in skin hydration can alter skin mechanics, and it has been previously

reported that variations in the hydration status of the skin can have

profound effects on magnitude estimation of roughness perception

(Verrillo et al., 1998). Yet, the potential biophysical role of age-induced

variations in skin hydration on skin wetness sensing in younger and

older adults remains to be established.

Considering the evidence above and the importance of thermal and

tactile cues for skin wetness sensing, it would be reasonable to hypo-

thesize that wetness sensing may also change with ageing. Increasing

our fundamental understanding of how wetness sensing changes

with ageing has important implications for better understanding

age-related declines in human thermoregulatory behaviours and

thermal comfort (Soebarto et al., 2019). This fundamental knowledge

could inform the development of thermo-protective strategies and

wearables such as clothing, which take into account the thermal needs

and sensory status of older people, in order to optimize their comfort

and resilience to hot and cold environmental exposures (Terrien et al.,

2011).

New Findings

∙ What is the central question of this study?

Ageing impairs the skin’s thermal and tactile

sensitivity: does ageing also induce loss of skin

wetness sensitivity?

∙ What is themain finding and its importance?

Older adults show an average 15% loss of skin

wetness sensitivity, with this sensory deficit

being mediated by a combination of reductions

in skin’s tactile sensing and hydration status. These

findings increase knowledge of wetness sensing

mechanisms across the lifespan.

The aim of this study was therefore to determine whether younger

and older, otherwise healthy individuals differ in their ability to sense

warm, neutral and cold wetness across both proximal and distal body

regions. We hypothesized that older adults would present reductions

in skin wetness sensitivity, which will be more pronounced across

distal body regions such as the foot. Furthermore, we hypothesized

that reduced wetness sensitivity in older adults may be underlain

by differences in the skin’s thermo-tactile sensitivity, as well as its

biophysical status, between younger and older adults.

2 METHODS

2.1 Ethical approval

The testing procedure and the conditions were explained to

each participant and they all gave written informed consent for

participation. The studywas approvedby the LoughboroughUniversity

Ethics Sub-Committee for Human Participants (Ref. no. R18-P083), as

well as by the University of Trieste Ethics Committee (Ref. 068_2020H

#COVID19#), and testing procedures were in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki (except for registration in a database). All testing

took place at Loughborough (UK) across a 4-week testing period

between February and March 2020, and in Trieste (Italy) across a

2-week period between February andMarch 2021.

2.2 Participants

We performed an a priori sample size calculation based on previously

published data (Valenza et al., 2019), using an effect size corresponding

to a 15 ± 8% (mean ± SD) difference in wetness perception between

groups. This value is equivalent to∼1.5 cm on the visual analogue scale

(VAS) used forwetness scoring, andwas considered ameaningful effect

size to infer thepresenceof differences inwetnessperceptionbetween

groups. Such a choice was also motivated by the desire to ensure that

any group difference would be much greater than any bias introduced
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by measurements errors. We have previously estimated that our

experimental procedures can carry measurements errors that could

potentially induce up to a ∼5% change in perceptual responses (see

Valenza et al., 2019); hence, adopting an effect size three times greater

than that potentially induced by our measurement errors was deemed

appropriate and sufficient for the purpose of this study. The resulting

effect size f = 0.93, combined with an α-value of 0.05 and a β (power)-
value of 0.8, determined a minimum sample of eight participants per

group. Accordingly, 10 younger males (Younger; 22.4 ± 1.1 years; age

range: 21–24 years; 184.3 ± 4.8 cm; 83.7 ± 12.4 kg) and 10 older

males (Older; 58.2± 5.1 years; age range: 51–65 years; 177.6± 7.3 cm;

78.2 ± 14.5 kg), with no history of cardiovascular, metabolic, neuro-

logical and skin-related conditions (e.g., eczema), were recruited from

the Loughborough and Trieste areas to take part in the present study.

Further inclusion criteria were being of White European ethnicity and

non-smoker/vaper. As the independent effect of female hormones and

menstrual cycle onwetness sensing is yet to be established, the current

investigation focused on a male population only, to minimize biases

arising from the interactions between sex, age and hormonal status.

Participants were instructed to refrain from (i) performing strenuous

exercise in the 48 h preceding testing; (ii) consuming alcohol in the

24 h preceding testing; and (iii) consuming caffeine or food in the 3 h

preceding testing. They were also instructed to maintain their normal

hydration practices.

2.3 Experimental design

We used a single-blind psychophysical approach based on a well-

established quantitative sensory protocol of skin wetness sensing that

we have developed (Filingeri et al., 2014b) to map group differences

in regional wetness sensitivity at rest in a thermoneutral environment

(ambient temperature: 22.7◦C; relative humidity: 37.5%).

All participants took part in one experimental session, during

which we performed the same quantitative sensory test at rest.

The quantitative sensory test that we used consisted of participants

reporting the perceived magnitude of local thermal and wetness

perceptions arising from the short-duration (i.e., 5 s) static application

of a cold-wet (i.e., 5◦C below local skin temperature (Tsk)), neutral-

wet (i.e., equal temperature to local Tsk) and warm-wet (i.e., 5◦C above

local Tsk) hand-held temperature-controllable probe (surface area:

1.32 cm2, water content: 0.8 ml). Participants reported the magnitude

of their local perceptions on two digital VAS for thermal sensation

(length 200 mm; anchor points: 0, very cold; 100, neutral; 200, very

hot) and wetness perception (length: 100 mm; anchor points: 0, dry;

100, completely wet). This approach allowed us to determine both the

independent and combined role of thermal and tactile sensory cues

on the resulting wetness perception. This was necessary to establish

the potential role of changes in thermo-tactile sensitivity between

younger and older adults, which could underlie differences in wetness

perception between groups. We used stimuli whose temperatures

were relative to the localTsk pre-stimulation (i.e.,±5◦Cor equal to local

Tsk) to account for the expected body location-related changes in local

Tsk. In this way, we ensured that the same relative thermal stimulus

would be applied because the difference between the temperature

of a stimulus and that of the skin is an important determinant of

the magnitude of a resulting thermal sensation (i.e., the greater the

difference, themore intense the sensation) (Darian-Smith, 1984).

We mapped thermal and wetness sensitivity at six different

locations over the body: the centre of the forehead (i.e., 5 cm above

the pupillary line), the posterior neck (i.e., over the process spinous

of cervical 4), the lower lateral back (i.e., over the posterior superior

iliac crest), the dorsal foot (i.e., midpoint between the second and third

metatarsal joints), the centre of the thumb pad distal phalanx on the

dominant hand and the centre of the index pad distal phalanx on

the dominant hand. We chose those body regions because (i) they

includebothproximal anddistal regions; (ii) theyare generally reported

to triggerwet-induced thermal discomfort (e.g., lower back) (Fukazawa

& Havenith, 2009); and (iii) there is limited evidence on their intrinsic

wetness sensitivity in older males.

To characterize age-related changes in the skin’s biophysical status,

which could also modulate wetness sensing, we estimated local

skin hydration for each age group by means of skin conductance

measurements prior to the application of thewet stimuli. Conductance

measurements provide for a non-invasive marker of skin hydration

of the skin’s stratum corneum (Tagami, 2014). Along with local skin

conductance, we measured regional variations in local Tsk in both

groups, to further characterize the biophysical status of aged skin

(Verrillo et al., 1998).

As per our previous studies (Filingeri et al., 2014a,b, 2018), all

participants were blinded to the nature and application of the stimuli

to limit expectation biases, and they were only informed about

the location of the stimulation. Furthermore, participants under-

went a systematic familiarization and calibration to the testing

procedures and perceptual scales prior to testing (Valenza et al., 2019).

Participants wore a T-shirt and running shorts during all testing. The

same investigator performed all testing, to limit any inter-individual

variability arising from the procedures carried out.

2.4 Experimental protocol

Participants arrived at the laboratory on testing days and underwent

preliminary measurements and preparation. They changed into shorts

before we assessed their semi-nude body mass on a precision scale

(Model 874; Seca GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) and their height on a

wall stadiometer. Six skin thermistors (Grant, Cambridge, UK) were

taped to locations on the left side of the body (i.e., cheek, upper chest,

outer mid lower arm, hand dorsum, anterior thigh and lower lateral

back) to record local Tsk for the estimation of mean Tsk according to

the equation (Lund &Gisolfi, 1974):

mean Tsk = (cheek Tsk × 0.14) + (upper chest Tsk × 0.19)

+ (outermid lower arm Tsk × 0.11) + (hand dorsum Tsk × 0.05)

+ (anterior thigh Tsk × 0.32) + (lower lateral back Tsk × 0.19)
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Local Tsk was recorded at 2 Hz via a dedicated data acquisition

system (USB-Temp; MCCdaq, Norton, MA, USA) and custom-written

software (DASYLab; MCCdaq). We used a washable marker to mark

the skin sites to be stimulated, and we gently shaved hairy sites

to limit any insulative effect of hairiness on heat transfer during

the application of the stimuli where needed. Following on this pre-

paration, participants underwent 20 min of resting on a chair to adjust

to the environmental conditions. During this time, participants were

familiarized with the experimental procedures, and calibrated to the

VAS. Calibration procedures consisted of the following. Six stimuli

varying in temperature and wetness (i.e., 0.8 ml of water, or dry) were

applied to the volar surface of both forearms (i.e., midpoint between

wrist and antecubital fossa) in a randomized order, and participants

were instructed to associate each stimulus to a specific descriptor

on the thermal scale. The stimuli and related descriptors were

(i) wet stimulus, 10◦C above local skin temperature – scale descriptor:

very hot; (ii) wet stimulus, 5◦C above local skin temperature – scale

descriptor: midpoint between neutral and very hot; (iii) wet stimulus,

equal temperature to local skin temperature – scale descriptor:

neutral; (iv) dry stimulus, equal temperature to local skin temperature

– scale descriptor: neutral; (v) wet stimulus, 5◦C below local skin

temperature – scale descriptor: midpoint between neutral and very

cold; and (vi) wet stimulus, 10◦C below local skin temperature – scale

descriptor: very cold. During each of the six stimulus applications,

participants were instructed to freely determine the level of wetness

experienced on the wetness VAS. This procedure ensured that all

participants had comparable experiences of the different stimuli and

related perceptual anchor points to be used during testing. The

forearm was chosen as a ‘neutral’ calibration site to avoid any priming,

given that this region was not going to be tested during the mapping

protocol.

Upon termination of calibration, recordings of local Tsk was started

and continued throughout the testing session. Furthermore, spot

measurements of tympanic temperature (Ttymp) (ThermoScan IRT

6520; Braun, Kronberg, Germany) were taken at this stage in triplicate

and used as an indicator of core temperature.

At this point, the quantitative sensory test commenced, lasting

20 min. Depending on the body region to be tested, we first measured

local skin conductance of the testing site using a custom-made skin

conductance meter, which was applied onto the skin for 5 s, until

a steady state conductance reading (μS) was reached. Second, we

recorded the local Tsk with an infrared thermometer (Spot IR Thermo-

meter TG54; FLIR Systems,Wilsonville,OR,USA).We thendetermined

the temperature of the first wet stimulus (e.g., cold wet, 5◦C below

local skin temperature) and applied a 100% cotton fabric on the hand-

held, round thermal probe (surface area: 1.32 cm2; NTE-2A; Physitemp

Instruments LLC, Clifton, NJ, USA), which was then wetted with a

pipettor with 0.8 ml of water to ensure its full saturation. Following

a verbal warning, the wet stimulus was applied statically on the

participant’s skin for 5 s, during which the participant was encouraged

to rate their very first thermal and wetness perception. Application

pressure was not measured but was controlled to be sufficient to

ensure full contact, at the same time not resulting in pronounced skin

indention. Upon acquisition of the perceptual rating, we removed the

stimulus, gently dried the skin, and then repeated the same procedure

for the other stimuli (e.g., neutral and warm-wet) on the same skin

site, before proceeding to the next skin region until completion of

the testing session. The order of testing region was counter-balanced

between participants and the order of stimuli (e.g., warm vs. neutral vs.

cold wet) was counter-balanced between andwithin participants.

2.5 Statistical analysis

First, we evaluated differences in thermal status between groups, by

analysing the independent effect of age (two levels: Younger vs. Older)

on core temperature (Tcore) and mean Tsk, with independent Student’s

t-tests. The Tcore and mean Tsk data used for this analysis were those

collected following the 20-min stabilization phase and prior to sensory

testing, and were deemed appropriate to provide an indication of

steady-state thermal state at the start of the quantitative sensory test.

(Note, for mean Tsk this was the 60-s average of the last minute of

the 20-min stabilization phase.) Furthermorewe evaluated differences

in the skin biophysical status between age groups, by analysing the

independent and interactive effect of age (two levels: Younger vs.

Older) and body region (six levels) on baseline local Tsk (i.e., prior to

application of wet stimuli) and skin conductance, with two-way mixed

ANOVAs.

Second, we evaluated differences in wetness perception across

the whole body between groups, by analysing the independent

and interactive effect of age (two levels: Younger vs. Older) and

stimulus temperature (three levels: cold, neutral, warm) on wetness

perceptions collapsed over body region (i.e., mean perception of the six

regions tested for each participant), with a two-way mixed ANOVA.

This analysis allowed us to establish the generalized effect of ageing

on wetness sensing over the whole body, and its interaction with

the stimulus temperature. Evaluating the interaction between age

and stimulus temperature on wetness sensing over the whole body

was particularly important, as it could provide evidence on whether

basicwetness sensingmechanisms (i.e., cold-wet stimuli induce greater

wetness, whereas warm-wet stimuli suppress the perception of

wetness) change with age. Furthermore, we evaluated differences in

thermal sensation across thewhole body between groups, by analysing

the independent and interactive effect of age (two levels: Younger vs.

Older) and stimulus temperature (three levels: cold, neutral, warm) on

thermal sensations collapsed over body region (i.e., mean perception

of the six regions tested for each participant), with a two-way mixed

ANOVA. This analysis allowed us to establish whether a generalized

reduction in thermal sensitivity to both warmth and cold occurred

between age groups.

Third, we evaluated differences in local wetness perception

between groups, by analysing the independent and interactive effect

of age (two levels: Younger vs. Older) and body region (six levels),

separately for each stimulus (i.e., cold-wet, neutral-wet, warm-wet),

on regional wetness perceptions, with a two-way mixed ANOVA.

This analysis allowed us to establish whether the effect of ageing on
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wetness sensing would be more evident on specific body regions and

as a result of specific temperature stimuli. Furthermore, we evaluated

differences in local thermal sensation between groups, by analysing

the independent and interactive effect of age (two levels: Younger vs.

Older) and body region (six levels) separately for each stimulus (i.e.,

cold-wet, neutral-wet, warm-wet) on regional thermal sensation, with

a two-waymixed ANOVAs.

In the event of statistically significant main effects or interactions,

post hoc analyses were conducted with Sidak’s test. Normality testing

using the Shapiro–Wilk test was performed for all datasets. Data are

reported as themeans, SDand95%confidence intervals (CI).Observed

powerwas computedusingα=0.05. Statistical analysiswas performed

using Prism, version 8.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Incomplete datasets

Due to impact and constraints resulting from theCOVID-19 pandemic,

wewere able to collect full datasets (i.e., thermoregulatory, biophysical

and perceptual data) for all 10 younger participants but for only six

older participants. These 16 participantswere tested at Loughborough

University. The remaining four older participants were tested at the

University of Trieste, and we were able to collect only Ttymp, local Tsk
and perceptual data, as the Trieste laboratory was not equipped with

the skin conductance meter. Accordingly, the analyses of participants’

skin conductance were based on n = 10 for Younger and n = 6 for

Older. All other analyses were based on n = 10 for both groups.

The experimental protocol and data collection procedures were

standardized between the Loughborough and Trieste laboratories and

we found no significant differences in all measures between the Older

participants tested at those two testing sites.

3.2 Participants’ thermal status and skin
biophysical status

Participants’ Ttymp was significantly different between groups (mean

difference: +0.30◦C; 95% CI: +0.09, +0.51; P = 0.008) with Younger

presenting a higher Ttymp (36.7 ± 0.3◦C) than Older (36.4 ± 0.1◦C).

Regarding mean Tsk, we found no statistically significant difference

(mean difference: +2.3◦C; 95% CI: −0.5, 5.0; P = 0.099) between

Younger (32.7± 1.4◦C) andOlder (mean Tsk: 30.4± 1.4◦C).

Baseline local Tsk varied significantly across body regions

(F5,70 = 13.9; P < 0.001), with no differences between Younger

and Older (F1,14 = 0.85; P= 0.372). Specifically, we observed a pattern

of decrease in local Tsk from the forehead, to the centre of the body, to

the extremities in both groups (Figure 1).

Skin conductance varied significantly as a function of age

(F1,68 = 8.490; P = 0.005) but not of body region (F1.5,20.2 = 0.69;

P = 0.472). Specifically, Older presented overall lower skin

conductance than Younger (mean difference: −1.56 μS; 95% CI:

−0.49,−2.62), thereby indicating the presence of lower skin hydration

across all regions tested (Figure 2). The mean value of Younger skin

conductance collapsed over body region was 1.96 ± 0.89 μS, whereas
the mean value of Older skin conductance collapsed over body region

was 0.40± 0.21 μS; accordingly, themean difference between Younger

andOlder overall skin conductance corresponded to∼78%.

3.3 Ageing effects on wetness perception and
thermal sensation across the whole body

When consideringwetness sensing, we found a significant effect of age

(F1,18 = 8.8; P = 0.008) and of stimulus temperature (F1.6,29.5 = 30.1;

P < 0.0001), but no age–stimulus interaction (F2,36 = 0.2; P = 0.831),

on wetness perceptions collapsed over body region (Figure 3a).

Specifically, Older presented with overall lower wetness perceptions

than Younger across all wet stimuli temperatures (mean difference

Older vs. Younger: −14.6 mm; 95% CI: −4.3, −24.9; P = 0.008;

corresponding to ∼15% difference). Yet, both groups experienced the

cold-wet stimulus as wetter than the neutral-wet (mean difference

cold-wet vs. neutral-wet: +11.9 mm; 95% CI: +5.2, +18.6; P = 0.0005;

corresponding to ∼12% difference), and the warm-wet (mean

difference cold-wet vs. warm-wet: +23.1 mm; 95% CI: +13.8, +32.4;

P < 0.0001; corresponding to ∼23% difference) (Figure 3a). All in all,

these results indicated that, when considering generalized wetness

sensing across the whole body, Older presented lower sensitivity than

Younger across the temperature continuum tested.

When considering thermal sensing, we found a significant effect

of stimulus temperature (F1.6,28.8 = 109; P < 0.0001), but not

of age (F1,18 = 0.1; P = 0.744), and no age-stimulus interaction

(F2,36 = 0.6; P = 0.544), on thermal sensations collapsed over body

region (Figure 3b). Specifically, both groups experienced the cold-

wet stimulus as colder than the neutral-wet (mean difference cold-

wet vs. neutral-wet: −34.7 mm; 95% CI: −45.8, −23.6; P < 0.0001),

and the warm-wet stimulus as warmer than the neutral-wet (mean

differencewarm-wetvs. neutral-wet:+49.6mm;95%CI:+32.6,+66.6;

P< 0.0001) (Figure 3b).

3.4 Ageing effects on local wetness perception
and thermal sensation: cold-wet stimulus

When considering local cold-wetness sensing, we found a significant

effect of body region (F5,90 = 3.23; P = 0.001), age (F1,18 = 6.39;

P = 0.021) and of the interaction age–body region (F5,90 = 2.81;

P = 0.021). Specifically, we found that cold-wetness sensing varied

significantly across the body in both age groups, with the dominant

index finger pad presenting some of the most intense wetness

perceptions, whereas the dorsal foot presented some of the least

intense (mean difference: +25.9 mm; 95% CI: +3.0, +48.9; P = 0.015;

corresponding to ∼26% difference) (Figure 4d); yet, Older generally

perceived the same cold-wet stimulus as less wet than Younger (mean

difference: −16.4 mm; 95% CI: −30.1, −2.8; corresponding to ∼16%

5
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difference), with this ageing effect being particularly evident over

the lower back (mean difference Older vs. Younger: −36.8 mm; 95%

CI = −68.4, −5.2; P = 0.014; corresponding to ∼37% difference)

and dorsal foot (mean difference Older vs. Younger: −37.1 mm; 95%

CI = −68.7, −5.5; P = 0.013; corresponding to ∼37% difference)

(Figure 4d).

When considering local thermal sensing, we found no main effect

of age (F1,18 = 0.49; P = 0.490), nor of body region (F3.9,70.2 = 2.3;

P = 0.071). However, we found a significant interaction age–body

region (F5,90= 4.0; P = 0.002). Specifically, we found that Older

presented significantly less intense cold sensations on specific body

regions, such as the forehead (mean difference Older vs. Younger:

−27.8 mm; 95% CI: −51.5, −4.1; P = 0.024; corresponding to ∼14%

difference) and the dorsal foot (mean difference Older vs. Younger:

−43.7 mm; 95% CI: −77.7, −9.7; P = 0.015; corresponding to ∼22%

difference) (Figure 4a).

3.5 Ageing effects on local wetness perception
and thermal sensation: neutral-wet stimulus

When considering local neutral wetness sensing, we found a significant

effect of age (F1,18= 7.8; P = 0.012), but not body region (F5,90= 0.61;

P = 0.694), nor of any interaction age–body region (F5,90= 0.49;

P = 0.782). Older generally perceived the same neutral wet stimulus

as less wet than Younger (mean difference: −14.1 mm; 95% CI: −24.7,

−3.5; corresponding to ∼14% difference), with no specific regional

patterns (Figure 4e).
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When considering local thermal sensing (Figure 4b), we found no

effect of age (F1,18= 1.03; P = 0.323), nor body region (F5,90 = 1.7;

P = 0.141). Although there was a trend for both groups to pre-

sent slightly colder thermal sensations than the ‘Neutral’ descriptor

located at the 100th mm of the 200-mm VAS, mean thermal

sensations (collapsed over body region) for both groups were within a

reasonable range from ‘Neutral’ (i.e., Older: 71.9 ± 5.1 mm; Younger:

80.4 ± 12.7 mm). This confirmed that the neutral-wet stimulus

triggeredminimal thermosensory cues.

3.6 Ageing effects on local wetness perception
and thermal sensation: warm-wet stimulus

When considering local warm-wetness sensing, we found a significant

effect of body region (F5,90 = 3.67; P = 0.004) and age (F1,18 = 4.29;

P=0.053), but no interaction age–body region (F5,90 =0.77; P=0.572)

(Figure 4f). Specifically, we found that warm-wetness sensing varied

significantly across the body in both age groups, with the dominant

index finger pad presenting some of the most intense wetness

perceptions, whereas the dorsal foot presented some of the least

intense (mean difference dominant index finger pad vs. dorsal foot:

+28.9 mm; 95% CI: +7.7, +50.2; P = 0.001; corresponding to ∼29%

difference); yetOlder generally perceived the samewarm-wet stimulus

as less wet than Younger (mean difference: −13.0 mm; 95% CI: −26.2,

+0.2; corresponding to ∼13% difference), with no specific regional

patterns (Figure 4f).

When considering localwarm thermal sensing,we foundnoeffect of

body region (F3.5,63.0 =1.70;P=0.168) nor age (F1,18=0.01;P=0.917)

(Figure 4c).

4 DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to determine whether younger and older,

otherwise healthy, individuals differ in their ability to sense warm,

neutral and cold wetness across both proximal and distal body regions.

In relation toour first hypothesis, our findings indicate that older adults

presented a generalized ∼15% reduction in wetness sensitivity across

all tested body regions and temperature stimuli (see Figure 3a). Inter-

estingly, this ageing effect was more pronounced for specific body

region and stimulus temperatures, such that cold-wetness sensing

reached a 37% reduction in the older individuals when cold-wet

stimuli were applied to both the lower back and the dorsal foot (see

Figure 4d). In relation to our second hypothesis, we did not find any

overarching differences in thermal sensing between the age groups;

yet, we found a clear age effect on skin biophysics, such that the older

individuals presented with a mean ∼78% reduction in skin hydration

across the body regions tested. Taken together, our findings indicate

that older male individuals aged ∼60 years experience loss of skin

wetness sensitivity across both proximal and distal body parts, and

that this sensory deficit is likely mediated by ageing-induced changes

in hydration-dependent skin mechanics and tactile, but not thermal,

sensitivity.
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The first novel finding of this study is that skin wetness sensing

appears to decline with ageing and across the temperature continuum

of wet stimuli that the skin is likely to encounter, that is, from

warm- to neutral- to cold-wet (see Figure 3a). Yet, despite this clear

ageing effect, we found that older individuals retained an approach

to wetness sensing that resembled that of younger individuals, which

is aligned with our previously proposed neurophysiological model of

skinwetness sensing (Filingeri et al., 2014b). Specifically, we found that

both younger and older individuals perceived the cold-wet stimulus as

wetter than the neutral- and warm-wet ones, despite all stimuli pre-

senting the same moisture (i.e., 0.8 ml) (see Figure 3a). This perceptual

behaviour is well predicted by our neurophysiological model of

wetness, as we have repeatedly shown that irrespective of the physical

presence of moisture on the skin, activation of cold-sensitive A-type

skin thermoreceptorswill trigger the neural representation of a typical

wet stimulus (hence a perception ofwetness), which is often associated

with cooling sensations (Filingeri et al., 2014b, 2015b). Accordingly,

humans are more likely to perceive cold-wet (and cold-dry) (Filingeri

et al., 2013) stimuli aswetter thanequallywetwarmandneutral stimuli

(Filingeri et al., 2014b). Our current findings clearly indicate that older

individuals retain such perceptual behaviour, where cold-wet stimuli

are perceived aswetter than neutral andwarmwet ones; yet it appears

that ageing shifts wetness sensitivity downwards (see Figure 3a). This

observation may suggest that the central mechanisms that allow us

to discriminate skin wetness (i.e., perceptual inference based on the

neural representation of a typical wet stimulus) (Filingeri et al., 2014b)

are maintained at least until ∼60 years of age, and that skin wetness

sensory loss with ageing may therefore occur secondary to peripheral

changes to sensory transduction and skin biophysics.

With regards to skin thermo-tactile sensitivity, we know that skin

wetness sensing relies on the optimal integration of thermal and tactile

cues arising from the interaction of moisture on the skin, and that the

relative importance of thermal versus tactile sensing changes with the

wet stimulus temperature (i.e., neutral- and warm-wet sensing relies

moreon tactile than thermal cues thandoes cold-wet sensing) (Filingeri

et al., 2014b). In this respect, we found that older individuals presented

a lower thermal sensitivity than younger participants only during the

application of the cold-wet stimulus to the forehead and dorsal foot

(see Figure 4a). During the application of the neutral- and warm-wet

stimulus, there were no differences in thermal sensitivity between

groups, despite the older group presenting significantly lower wetness

sensitivity to both these stimuli (see Figure 4e, f). This observation

indicates that ageing-induced loss in peripheral cold sensing played

a limited role in the observed reductions in wetness sensing in the

older cohort. Indeed, had thermal sensing played a primary role in the

observed reductions in wetness sensing in the older group, we would

have expected the older group to also present a lowerwarmsensitivity;

yet this was not the case. As previously mentioned, our experimental

model allows us to identify the relative contribution of thermal versus

tactile cues in wetness sensing. Specifically, comparison of wetness

perceptions arising from the neutral-wet stimulus with those arising

from cold- and warm-wet ones provides evidence on the contribution

of tactile cues, resulting from the mechanical adhesion of the wet

surface to the skin in the absence of thermal cues (i.e., as the stimulus

has temperature equal to the local skin temperature) (Bergmann Tiest

et al., 2012), to the perception of wetness. When considering both our

whole body (Figure 3a) and regional (Figure 4e) analyses,we found that

wetness sensingwas significantly reduced in theolder groupduring the

neutral-wet stimulation. Accordingly, we believe that this evidence is

indicative of the likely contribution of an ageing-induced reduction in

tactile sensing of the skin, which in turn could have led to the recorded

lower wetness perceptions in the older group.

It is well known that ageing induces functional and anatomical

changes to the skin that heavily impact on tactile transduction

processes (Decorps et al., 2014; Guergova & Dufour, 2011). Our

biophysical data clearly indicate that, when one considers relevant

parameters for wetness sensing such as skin temperature and

hydration status, the largest effect of ageing was evident in an ∼78%

reduction in the hydration of older participants’ skin (see Figure 2),

given that local Tsk did not differ between groups (see Figure 1).

We know that changes in skin hydration can alter the mechanical

properties of the skin, and it has been previously reported that

variations in the hydration status of the skin can have profound effects

onmagnitudeestimationof roughnessperception (Verrillo et al., 1998).

Skin hydration levels decrease with age (Südel et al., 2005), and this

was confirmed in the current study. This reduction in skin hydration

is caused by the thinning of the epidermis and dermis and by the

decline in its mechanical strength. Furthermore, a decrease in the

number of cutaneous blood vessels, nerve endings and connective

tissues (collagen and elastin) contribute to this problem (Kottner et al.,

2013). These biophysical changes reduce the ability of the skin to

retain moisture, control temperature as well as sense the surrounding

environment (Haroun, 2013). Consequently, dry skin is frequently

associated with rough, flaky texture, which could also diminish the

intensity of mechanical afferents, reducing the sensation felt by the

participants (Norman, 2003). Based on this evidence, we believe it

is reasonable to suggest that the large reduction in skin hydration

recorded inourolder participants couldhaveplayeda significant role in

modulating the mechanical properties of aged skin, and consequently

the tactile transduction processes that would have underlain our

older participants’ ability to detect wet stimuli. This would have

been particularly relevant during conditions of neutral- and warm-wet

stimulations, as the latter scenarios are heavily reliant on tactile cues

forwetness estimation (Filingeri et al., 2014b).Hence, the secondnovel

finding of this study is that changes in wetness sensing with ageing are

likely mediated by biophysical changes in skin status that impact on

mechanical and tactile transduction processes important for optimal

skin wetness estimation. This observation is fundamentally relevant,

as it opens the way to the intriguing hypothesis that skin hydration

levels can modulate local skin wetness sensing, such that an optimal

level of moisture in the skin is required to provide optimal sensory

inputs during interaction with moisture. This hypothesis is supported

by evidence indicating that the perception of roughness varies with

skin hydration levels (Verrillo et al., 1998).
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4.1 Limitations and experimental considerations

There are several limitations to the current study. First, some

biophysical parameters, such as skin hydration, were collected in only

some of the Older group, and therefore our analysis had lower power.

Yet, the differences identifiedwere large enough to provide confidence

in the interpretation of our results. Second, our findings are limited

to the effects of ageing in males, as no females were tested. As sex-

related differences in wetness sensing exist (Valenza et al., 2019),

future studies should consider whether ageing interacts with sex in

modulating wetness sensing.

5 CONCLUSION

We provide initial evidence that, despite retaining similar neuro-

sensory mechanisms of wetness sensing to their younger counter-

parts, older males aged ∼60 years experience a generalized loss

of skin wetness sensitivity across the temperature continuum. This

sensory deficit appears to be mediated by age-induced changes

in skin mechanics and tactile sensitivity. Our findings increase our

fundamental understanding of wetness sensing mechanisms across

the lifespan, which has important implications for characterizing age-

related declines in human thermoregulatory behaviours and thermal

comfort. Furthermore, this fundamental knowledge could inform

the development of thermo-protective strategies and wearables

such as clothing which consider the thermal needs and sensory

status of older people, to optimize their thermal comfort and

resilience.
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